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At the outset let me state that my submissions will be under the following
headings for the members of the Commission to take note of.

1. In what race and nation that I believe in.
2. Arts.
3. Religion
4. Factor of education.
S. Periodical exchange programmes of residences.
6. Short periodical transfers of government servants to various districts

and provinces.
7. Programmes for exchange of students.
8. International Schools.
9. Disapora

1. In these submissions I believe that it is necessary to mention that there is
only one race and one nation in the whole world. But unfortunately it has
not worked that way when the material world came into being. Yet I
believe the only race and nation that we have is only colour which our
blood is. I know it is an idealistic assertion. But it's the premise that
should be brought to the forefront. This is where arts playa major role in
the lives of human beings.

2. Human feelings through art. When I say art, it includes the whole
gamut of different forms of artistic ventures. Let it be theatre, cinema,
music, ballet and opera, and serious literature comprised of novels, poetry
of renowned authors, intelligent media, and so on. In the modem day
society electronic media can playa wide and vital role in this sphere. It is.
my candid opinion, it is through serious arts compassionate and humane
feelings are instilled, and can be instilled, and people are disciplined and
can be disciplined to be human beings submerging their animalistic
emotions. Unfortunately in Sri Lanka, in the public eye and in the eyes of
the government arts are treated only as a political tool to boast in public
meetings and media. Both, the public or the government genuinely (a) do
not do much for the promotion of arts, and (b) do not use it creatively for
the betterment of the society. It does not realize what a lot that arts can do
to bring about understanding and appeasement among communities and
in the wider society. The body of the government does not understand



that arts are the source of food of the mind and soul of character building
which contribute for the togetherness of the masses. It is because of this
lack of understanding in the core of the government that it treats arts as a
joke and unwanted for the build up of relations and understanding of
human behaviour. Subsequently as a result such arts receive only a step
motherly treatment. This practice had been prevalent since we had had
independence. It is due to the absence of a clear cut and dynamic policy
of arts being not engineered by the governed that the society in this
country has become one of the most undisciplined societies during the
last four to five decades. Today we see the cruellest indiscipline the
moment we step on to the road, how obnoxious a set of people we are,
what an inconsiderate kind of people we are and so 'forth. This is because
human feelings are at the lowest ebb. With this kind of lack of human. )

feelings and consideration towards the others how can there be
reconciliation I ask.

3. I repeat what a lot can be done by the media and particularly the
electronic media of television and radio in this respect. Through the
electronic media do we see any regular program that have serious
discussions by erudite and knowledgeable persons on literature, theatre,
music, cinema, philosophy or any other field of arts except random
programs conducted by immature presenters whose language is
"thuppied" by a mixture of more English words and less words of
Sinhala. There are 12 or more television channels, and more than 30 radio
channels in Sri Lanka. In any of these channels there is hardly a single
program that caters seriously for discussions on arts. Existence of serious·
discussions on creative artistic works is a vital necessity for the education
and cultivation of humanity amongst the general public to make them
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think humanely towards their fellow members. Though electronic media
can be utilized very effectively for this purpose, unfortunately it does not
happen nor has it happened in the past. It is an area that the government
must tune its mind seriously, and I insist that it is something the
government must take into consideration to foster honestly and seriously.

4. Today the biggest past time that is on agenda in the media is ONL Y
POLITICS and nothing but politics. This must not be going on day and
night making sick of it. This is the most ironical thing that had happened
in this country, which as everybody knows contributed to all divisions



and rifts that took place after 1956. This agenda had geared in the most,

corruptive and vulgarised manner for political opportunism of the
governed. ,No thoughts had been given about the sentiments of the
populace of the nation. It is my guess that no patriotism as a whole
prevailed as a result of the vulgarised nature of corruptive practices and
opportunism that lingered in the minds of those politicians. If their
attitudes were clear in building a cultured and civilized society with
values and right attitudes nothing would have gone wrong in this country.
One leader made Sinhala the only official language. The other a very a
cultured leader of repute promulgated an uncultured policy of taking
away literature and history from the school syllabuses? These were most
traitorous actions that were functionalized in our country totally
converting politics into a game of opportunism. I want at this moment
touch upon the Sinhala issue, which I will take up later, but on the
thrashing away of literature and history from the school curriculum. This.
action hauled the communities to ignorance leadingthem to forget history
so that they will not be able to think and predict what the future would be,
making the whole nation a bunch of monetary hunters only, and
forgetting what their values and attitudes should be at each other. The
minority of the nation, considering that minority is the only nation, was
converted into tribes of money spinners and power cravers creating
divisions, hatred, jealousies thorough corruption, and favouritism opening
avenues for some of them to be the greatest crooks and tax evaders. In
short they were corruptive vampires. I don't deny that money is the
primary source for living, but earning money for a comfortable and
satiable survival should not be the only motive. Along with this motive
consideration for the feelings of others too should be felt and promoted.
But do we have such an organ that functions towards the achievement of
such goals. No, definitely not. If such a thing exists in name it does not
function to fulfil its goals. We know there is a ministry for culture. But
what does it do? Nothing! It only talks and decorates political meetings
and tries to safeguard the archaeological artefacts. Why not, leave this
function to the Archaeological Department. That is why I propose that
there should an independent ministry for arts only, the living arts and not
the dead arts. Through such a ministry of culture' proper arts can be
promoted for the cultivation of morality, value and attitude systems with
understanding that could shape to suit the times and needs of the people



for a disciplined living. At this moment I am compelled to bring out a
classic example of a situation that took place last week. It was at the
awards ceremony of the last year's theatre festival where the Prime
Minister, Ministers of Culture and Education were present. Unfortunately
none of them had seen I believe which had been adjudged as the best play"
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at the festival. This particular play's message depicts that Sri Lanka is a
nation of sex perverts even where the middle aged persons sleep with a
dead girl. I say convincingly because I witnessed this play and was
disgusted of its subject matter. And further this play had been represented
as a national representation abroad as well. Is this morally and culturally
right? My strongest belief is that it is not. Again I say unfortunately the
minister of culture at this ceremony had spoken about promoting the
cultural and moral values of this country, and the minister of education
stating that the first three plays that won the awards at the festival are the
only plays that may be shown in schools along with the text productions
that are prescribed. I am sure had the Prime Minister and the other
ministers would have raised objections for awarding a prize for the script
if they knew what the contents of the play was. Why I point out this is to
say that it is unfortunate that the ministers as politicians utter things
without properly checking or knowing what they utter that mislead and
hurt the sentiments of the populace. In other countries arts are a primary
mode thatreally fosters the real traditional values and norm's of those
countries motivating and imbuing to build up relationships and equalize
everybody as human beings. What I say so far may sound not practical
and is only idealistically formed. But it is the ideals that help to build up
the practicalities. The artists of different genres in many manners can
contribute in order to facilitate this mechanism. What is required is to
promote such artists with incentives so that the people would be non-
worshippers of money only. I am aware some may not be willing to come
forward, unless the appropriate authorities are prepared to recognize such
talents and encourage them to be involved in such service. This has to be
geared without any political strings attached. It is unfortunate that each
and every comer of the arts field is politicised and hence it had created
superficiality in its approach. I believe that a genuinely intended ministry .
for arts alone promoting arts will act as a superb mechanism in the
process of reconciliation by bringing all the communities together. Of
course this should be a genuine attempt with the artists of all the



communities being brought together without any political bias or
expectations of economic or political gains. It is unfortunate that the
serious minded artists in this country keep aloof totally because of
political interference not getting involved in the reconciliatory activities. I
am aware of some of these artists. It's a pity that they are a disconcerted
lot because of the devastation that is taking place in the moral, cultural,
value and attitude systems through vulgarism that is shaping the modem
society in the country. This is happening because of the political bias. As
a result through ignorance and politicalisation, vulgarism in disguise has .
crept into the areas of theatre, cinema, music, novels, and to all categories
of the so called arts. This sort of thing must be checked in order not to
publicise and give prominence to such vulgarised and demoralising
traditional values of this country which hurt the sentiments of different
communities creating divisions and hatred. I can mention two of such
artists of repute who are so disconcerted. They are G. D. L. Perera and
Dharamasiri Bandaranayke who is one of the most talented and daring
film makers and directors of plays in this country who touches upon
humanity and corruption of society spreading their wings amongst
communities. G. D. L is a well known writer, director producer of films,
tele-drama and theatre who did one of the most popular tele-drama series,
named "Ratagiya Attho" which touched upon race relations. Besides he
produced a very touching a play named "Thotupola". In my opinion this
is a moving play depicting how humanely both Sinhala and Tamil
communities react at each other bringing the ties of,brotherhood of
mankind together through compassion. It is racism that has to be
dispelled. This is a play that he did in 1964 at the Theatre Festival and
won the award as the best play. It is a play that predicted the type of
things that were to come in the future as did in 1971 through NP and in
1983, though the LIT movement did not exist at that time. All these
happened because of the political wrongs that took place at that time.
Another such a classic example is Admiral Sarath Weerasekera's film
named "GAMJNI" that is yet to be released publicly which I saw at a
special screening last week, and others that come to my mind are
Somarathne Dissanayake' s international award winning films named
"Saroja" and "Punchi Suranganavi"; another is Professor Sunil
Ariyarathne's "Sarungale". There are a countless number of such works
of arts like these that can be quoted. These can be dubbed into Tamil or



have subtitles and be shown in war affected areas of the North for the, ,
Tamils to understand how the Sinhalese reacted to their sufferings and
prejudices that they held against the Sinhalese. I hope that the
government will take special note of these works of arts and provide
opportunities for them to be relayed through the electronic media or
otherwise take all over the country and promote the idea for
reconciliation through the evocation of humane feelings. Particularly I
would emphasize mainly on the films because they touch upon huge
horizons of meanings and feelings of real things happened during the war
in the villages. "Gamini" is a archetypal example of what happened
realistically in the village of Gonagala during the war. All these films
cited depict how the ordinary Tamils were looked after by the army and
the local populace of the areas. All of these, the play and the film I repeat.
should be taken not only to the affected areas of the' Tamils but right
round the country to show how humanity springs and how it gets instilled
in the minas of the populace, building up the idea of compassion and
promotion to be devoid of hatred and revenge. This is something the
authorities should initiate without any divisions, favour or discrimination
or without any political bias.

5. Human feelings through Religion. Religion is another mechanism
whereby humanism can be stimulated. But not through preaching. It has
to happen through activity and participation like mother Theresa did in
India. Preaching does not provide the same function what the arts do. It is
unfortunate religion has been used as a source of a preaching mechanism
which we find day and night, at each and every comer and all over
electronic media without any depth. Preaching does not make the people
feel of the human suffering though its source of origin is based on it.
Unfortunately nowadays religion has become a commodity of
commercialism and an instrument of politics as a show case for the
politicians' to play with. Why not give at least of half of this time of the
electronic media to the arts which can stimulate the emotions of
humanity. This way the original function of religion can be achieved.

6. Unfortunately religion is being used wrongly in this society. Take for
example the politicians making the poya day's holidays. Intention was
superb in this connection it being that that the people to observe the
religious practices for spiritual advancement. But in practical terms what



had happened? It's the reverse. It had become an extra day for enjoyment
going on trips and a day of commitment of sin by drinking and other
nefarious activities amongst certain classes. The worst thing is that it is a .
huge wastage of working time. It is not necessary to state that Sri Lanka
is one of the countries on the top of the chart having the most nun:ber of
holidays in the whole world having 28 public and bank holidays where as
in the developed countries like the USA only 11, United Kingdom 11,
France 10 and Australia 8 and Austria 10 to quote a few. Why waste so
much of days as holidays. Do we work hard and honestly right round the .
number of hours that are expected to work like in the other countries. No.
Only about 4 -5 hours out of the 8 hours expected. In order to get ajob
done people have to go about a number of times and waste time in the
offices more than required. Why, because of the inefficiency and the
inconsideration for other peoples' needs and their valuable time. The
architects of this lethargic social system had been prevailing in the
country since independence due to political interferences. Nobody
realizes that time is the most valuable wealth that we have in life. So
don't the people get utterly frustrated when they go to an office to get a
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thing done? In addition discrimination is rampant. It is absolutely
necessary that some wielding cohesive power must be introduced in the
governmental machinery to repair these shortcomings we have in the
country.

7. Another factor that had gone wrong from the time of independence is.
education. This was messed up by being chauvinistic making Sinhala the
only language of medium. This I would, as I said earlier, class as one of
the most traitorous and treacherous acts that had ever taken place in this
country. If at that time without being politically opportunistic if
Sinhalese, Tamil and English, were made compulsory and mandatory
subjects of the nation's educational system, it's my belief that we would
have been the same peaceful country what it was then, without having
caused social, ethnic diversities and tensions resulted in the JVP
movement in 1971 and the LTT movement in 1983. This I say because at'
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that time we were not so populated like today and the student population
too was not so big. The country had only a population of 8 million. The
population grew gradually to what it is today of 20 million or so. This is
within a period of 54 years. There could be an argument to say that we
would not have been able to implement such a policy because we had had



no sufficient teachers. We at that time who did our university entrance
examination had teachers brought from India for our English and
Mathematics. Certainly for a few years this could have been difficult. Yet
I believe as time went on if such a policy was implemented there would
have been the required number of teachers with an educated good.
knowledge of English and Tamil come out of the then University of
Ceylon and man the required teachers to meet the demand island wide. In
addition there was the Teachers Training Colleges too out of which
qualified teachers were passing out. History has proved that Sinhala only
policy created a chaos in the standards and having a huge wastage of
funds for translating books that were rapidly going out of date when the
translations came out in published form. As a result the students suffered
and divisions occurred in the society academically, socially, and for
employment. Though the matter has gone out of proportions I submit that
even at this stage all those three languages should be made compulsory
and mandatory in schools from the primary classes and have it planned
when to implement by way of stages until it can be done wholly. I accept
the fact that it become worst than what it was in 1956. I am aware that
this is a difficult task to put into practice because of the shortage of funds
and personnel. Yet it can be encouraged by the promotion of voluntary
participations of the retired and others who may be willing to contribute
in this respect if their services are recognised and encouraged as vital.
They are a lot of prominent people who will no doubt come forward if
their services would be recognized as a reward which human nature
demands. BUT THIS MUST BE WITHOUT ANY POLTI<=AL
STRINGS AND FAVOURS AS THERE IS A LOT IN THE COUNTRY
WHO ARE FED UP WITH THE POLITICAL INTERFERENCES AND
FAVOURS OF DISCRMINATION ON VARIOUS DIVSIONS.

8. Human feelings also can be stimulated through provisions of
periodical exchange programmes of residences amongst communities
of willing families and educational institutions as happen, and is practised
in the West, and particularly in the United States. This will encourage
different community personnel to understand each other as well as to
cultivate and be tolerant to the cultural variants and habits of different
communities. This will bridge up the differences between communities
and sections of the populace. It will gear up to have trust honestly among'

,
the communities for reconciliation.



9. Another is through the process of government servants being
transferred to various districts and provinces, even for short periods.
This will promote understanding of different individual needs and desires,
and thereby create the intermingling of values and attitudes of different
communities of the areas.

10. There must also be a system that can be created by the authorities on
a national scale for the exchange of students of the economically able
from various community districts to other community districts for
education without confining the residence rule to gain admission to
schools. This will create the promotion of equality and brotherhood as
that was available in the past.

II.It is also necessary to mention that International' Schools are a
menace in this country which has taken away the principle of
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equality for education. International school system has created a strong
class system paving the way for social disintegration which has become a
threat to the maintenance of social equality and social recognition among
communities. This has ruined the traditional and cultural roots of this
country. By the type of education that is imparted to children in these
schools, their value and attitudinal systems towards the general public
and the cultural roots of the country are modulated differently leading for
divisions. I am not saying that this system should be scrapped or
discontinued because it is against the principles of democracy and also is
a necessity for the international children that return to this country. But
why the children who live here in the country be given a special treatment
compared to what is taking place in the normal schools. It is nothing but
money that had created this class. What I suggest is.that there should be
heavy taxes imposed on those who send their children to international
schools and on such schools as well and those taxes may be diverted for
the benefit of the less economically able talented children of different
communities on a competitive examination basis. Furthermore, there
must be also a proportionally based scholarships system provided to the
less economically based family children of the minority communities in
these schools. The children in these have totally a different culture pattern
and different values and attitudes where a false sense of superiority is
assumed and ridicule the culture and language of the country.



12. I like to just mention a few words about the diaspora too. I believe that.
the diaspora is comprised of mainly the political refugees whose statuses .
have not been determined in those countries. Unfortunately after three
months ofresidence in the West, in most of the countries voting rights are
given. In order to stay for economic reasons they seek the support of
politicians like Millibrand of United Kingdom and Keith Vaz of Canada
who make a pray out of these refugees for votes. Automatically these
refugees bang the bells to suit the selfish politicians of those countries.
Thus there must be a mechanism to convince the governments of the
countries via our foreign missions who are there that they should be sent
back as the war is over and no fear exists for them to live in this country.

13.1 conclude my submissions as follows: There is a moment in time in a
Nations History whereby an opportunity arises to make a decision
that would alter its course of History. In my opinion such an
opportune moment has now risen. I therefore submit, "SO LONG
AS DECISIONS ARE MADE SOLELY WITH POLITICAL AND
ELECTORAL VICTORIES IN MIND ATTEMPTS AT
RECONCILIATION, OR FOR THAT MATTER IN ACHIEVEING
ANY OTHER GOAL WILL BE A DISTANT DREAM., I BELIEVE
THE PRESIDENT IS IN A STRONG POSITION AND HAS YET
THE SUPPORT OF THE PUBLIC TO BACK HIS DECISION IF
HE WOULD TAKE SOME BOLD AND MEANINGFUL STEPS IN
ACHIEVING THIS GOAL. A GOAL WHICH HAS ELUDED US
SINCE INDEPENDANCE."


